Early detection of bovine leukosis virus DNA in infected sheep using the polymerase chain reaction.
The early diagnosis of bovine leukosis virus (BLV) infection, the aetiological agent in enzootic bovine leukosis, is important for the implementation of control measures. BLV infection is currently assessed by the detection of circulating antibodies against the viral envelope protein, gp51. However, this approach has shortcomings in the time taken to detect anti-BLV antibodies (three to four weeks after infection), and in the failure to detect antibodies in some animals. Clearly a technique such as the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), which directly detects the presence of viral DNA, has advantages over methods designed to measure host antibodies. The use of PCR for the detection of proviral DNA in an affected DNA sample with as little as 10(-5) micrograms of host DNA using agarose gel electrophoresis followed by ethidium bromide staining is described here. It was possible to improve the sensitivity of this assay by using hybridisation analysis with a BLV gene probe. PCR used in combination with hybridisation analysis will provide a sensitive diagnostic assay to detect BLV when antibody tests give weakly positive or equivocal results.